“Whatever
Whatever you need it. We make it”.

INTRODUCTION
Bigwig soft is a best website design company in Coimbatore, TamilNadu. We worked with
several clients as a website designing and development service provider and met their
expectations successfully to run their online business successfully. Website design and
development is one of our major areas of services. We also deal in SEO services and provide top
quality results within limited time bounds to make your brand visibility and generate quality
traffic to your online portal. We had done many projects in this web based medium that you can
check our extensive portfolio. We understand that only great web design services can
c take your
business into next higher level. We concentrated on customer satisfaction and timely delivery
deliver of
our projects.
Project Specification

Integration: It is always good for your business to have a Inventory management
system with a configuration that can be integrated with several modules, such as
inventory management, Purchas
Purchase entry, sales, Reports and Accounts.
Inventory Management: Inventory management capabilities offer an on-demand
on
window into your stock. This way it is possible to eliminate inefficiencies, like when
you’re manual count inventory and dig through “the back” for a particular item.
Inventory details will be displayed in the home screen of the application and Green
colored boxes are entries
es all others will displays based on backend data manipulations.
Purchase: As per requirement purchase module has been designed into four major
categories like Raw hides, Chemicals, Tanning and Wet blue. This Include contact person
Name & Details in all sections to give automatic me
messages/replies
ssages/replies upon request,
request
Tanning section, Chemical name will be as check box to pick up needed chemicals,
Chemical name will have the 4 sub categories to dis
display
play chemical usage and charges
and All the sections will have both billing & un billing strategies
gies so develop accordingly.
Sales: This module allows the user the sell the particulars which has been updated in the
purchase and manages from the inventory module. This Include contact person Name &
Details in all sections to give automatic messages/replies upon request and getting their
values respectively in terms of purchase and sales. This will also comes along with both
billing & un billing strategies so develop accordingly.
Reporting & Analytics: Sales Reporting & Analytics function al
allows
lows captures and
analyzation of your store’s sales data. It not just automatically keeps track of what is
selling well but it also reflects how much revenue you make on each product. This
enables you to recognize and focus on driving sales to your most lu
lucrative
crative items.
Research shows that single-store
store retailers request for sales reporting and data analytics
capabilities.
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Customer Relation Management: The system maintains the profiles of regular
customers, thus enhancing the customer experience by serving iindividual
ndividual needs and
building loyalty in long-term.
Stock Management: Critical Information is monitored about the store, like purchases
and transactions. It reduces the time wasted on ordering and calculation of re-order
re
levels.
Accounting: The entire accou
accounts
nts will be done on this application. As per clients request
double database will be done for this entire application,This Include contact person
Name & Details in all sections to give automati
automaticc messages/replies upon request,
Quantity in one lot should be made Nil in Raw Hides section if that Lot has been entered
enter
into Tanning section and Green colored boxes are entri
entries
es all others will displays based
on backend data manipulations.
DETAIL ESTIMATION


The Responsive application will be device compatible (Desktop).

TEMPLATE DESIGN


Prepare a wire-frame
frame based on the inputs given by the Client and monitored by the
Business Team. Once approved, it is converted into a unique graphics design for the
home page design using Photoshop or any other tool.

QUICK LINKS








Master
Purchase
Sale
Inventory
Reports
Accounts

TESTING AND FIXINGBUGS






Qualityy Testing for the entire Application
Fixing if any bug is found
Migrating the modules from back end to front end
login credentials and access / role of menu will be created by admin.
After login admin can add / delete/ view or update their products.
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Warehouse Supply (Gate Pass) – IF NEEDED
The overall goods will be supplied to the respective location from the ware
warehouse.
house. The Admin manages
the goods from the application to give a Gate pass to the location which has been taken from the
warehouse, this will manage every single goods purchase and maintains the stocks inflow and outflow
from the warehouse with in certain circumstance with the power of authority.

Development Process











Collect the Complete requirement of the project and analyze the requirement
Prepare the Cost and time estimation
Sending invoice for 20%
% of the total payment
Receiving the initial payment
Start the development process
Sending Weekly
kly status update with our development URL, so client can review the ongoingwork
on
Development completed
Sending invoice for Final payment
Migration from our development server to live server
server/ implementation.
Training on how to add/remove, maintain from the backend

Deliverable



Handing over the used Files (Logo, images and other documents).
Half day Admin training (How to maintain the backend), Handed over the User Manuel.
Manuel

Note: Time duration
tion depends on the type of application development.
opment. Payment Gateway if necessary.
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